Does locomotor response to novelty in rats predict susceptibility to develop sensitization to cocaine and PHNO?
It has been suggested that the locomotor response of rats to novelty is positively correlated with motor stimulant effects of acute injections with psychomotor stimulants, and liability to self-administer these drugs. In addition, response to novelty appears to be inversely correlated with an individual's susceptibility to develop behavioural sensitization (an increase in the behavioural response to a given dose of stimulant after repeated treatments). To test some of these putative relationships, 96 rats were allocated to one of two subgroups based on a median split of locomotor responses to novelty. Animals then received 10 successive injections of either vehicle, cocaine (10 mg/kg), or the direct D2 agonist, (+)-4-propyl-9-hydroxynaphthoxazine (PHNO: 15 microg/kg), and locomotor activity was monitored. Conditioning tests and additional sensitization and cross-sensitization tests were conducted. Results showed that locomotor responses to novelty are not significantly correlated with locomotor effects of either acute injection with cocaine or PHNO, or rate of development of behavioural sensitization to these drugs. However, locomotor responses to novelty did predict level of locomotor and stereotypy responses to cocaine, and to a lessor extent to PHNO. Cocaine-treated, but not PHNO-treated, rats exhibited drug-conditioned-like effects. Cross-sensitization between cocaine and PHNO was not observed, indicating independent mechanisms for sensitization. It is concluded that the locomotor response to novelty can predict level of locomotion and stereotypy produced by cocaine and PHNO, but does not predict the degree or rate of behavioural sensitization to either of these drugs.